Guidelines for Preparation of Synopsis
It is a plan of work for proposed Master/ Doctorate degree thesis research problem .
Synopsis is prepared and proposed by the student and approved by the Advisory
Committee, Professor and Head, Dean of the respective College and Director Instruction of
the University.
It consists of following sub heads
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Information about the student
Title
Introduction
Objectives
Brief resume of work done in Madhya Pradesh, India and abroad
Plan of proposed work
Collaboration with other Departments
Bibliography
Certificate of approval

Prerequisite for preparation of a synopsis
Identify the problem based on your exposure of the subject. To support the
proposed problem review the literature. It should not be the exact repetition of
the reported work. The literature is reviewed
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To know the importance and magnitude of the problem;
To know whether this work has been addressed at the state,
country or national level;
If it has been addressed, then where, procedure, their
observations, statistical analysis, conclusion, gaps to address
etc. has to be penned.
If it has not been addressed, then search the related work
done on related crops viz., first of the same genera followed by
family, use, season etc.
Preference should be given to the directly related recent
research work published in high rated journals.

Introduction
First paragraph

Introduce the selected crop and write its importance in
relation to the state, country and world.

Second paragraph

Explain problems encountered by the crop. Write why
this problem is choosen i.e., importance, magnitude
etc.

Third paragraph

Introduce the counter organism.

Fourth paragraph

Hypothesis to solve the problem

All the statements in the Introduction shall be supported by reference.

Objectives

To address the problem finalize maximum tow
objecvties for Master and four for Doctorate degree
research problem. Based on objectives, title of the
proposed research programme and what will be the
basis of the conclusion of the thesis are finalised.

Title

For the proposed research work write a short title that
shall able convey the problem addressed in the thesis.
Avoid start of title with ‘study on’, no need to mention
scientific name of common crop etc.

Brief resume of work done in MP India and abroad
From the reviewed research papers include most
relevant, recent and important 6-8 papers addressed
the problem in the state, India and abroad.
In the first paragraph write work done in MP, second in
India and third in abroad.
Importance has to be given to the work, not to the
scientist, place, material and method etc. It should be
very crisp with the final relevant conclusion of the work
done.
Plan of work
It shall be written in future tense with following sub
heads
Place of work Field and Laboratory
Material

source etc.

Procedure

season, replication and other basic
information.

Observation

List it with unit and reference to record
specific observation

Statistic analysis
List the statistical tools with
reference that will applied to judge the
hypothesis.
Collaboration with other Department List the name of other Departments from where help
will be seek for research

Bibliography
All the references cited in any part of the text shall be included in the bibliography. To
prepare bibliography refer Guidelines on thesis writing, JNKVV, Jabalpur .

Synopsis seminar
After preparation of synopsis, student has to present it in the
Department with the help of Power Point for approval from the Advisory committee, staff
members and Professor and head. All the suggestions made du ring the presentation have to
be incorporated in the synopsis.
Printing of synopsis
Paper size

Legal

Margin

2.0cm at all the four sides

Number of pages

four (print on both side of the leaf)

Colour of paper

Bottle green

Font size

Title

12 bold

Text

11 normal

Colour of font

black

Bibliography

Hanging, the font may be aerial narrow 11 as per requirement.

Submission of the synopsis Approved synopsis signed by the advisory committee shall be
submitted to the Directorate of Instruction JNKV, Jabalpur with
the approval of Professor and Head and dean of the restive
Dean before announced last date for submission of synopsis.

